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33 Portable and travelling articles 
 

33a Umbrellas, canes, cane and umbrella stools, fans 
33b Purses and money containers, travelling bags, trunks and 

travelling baskets 
33c Toilet articles 
33d Military and travelling equipment, holding and carrying devices for 

travel articles, except those covered in special classes 
 

33a Umbrellas, canes, cane and umbrella stools, fans 
Umbrellas 

33a-1/01 Umbrella frames 
33a-1/02 Devices for repairing umbrella frames 
33a-2/01 Umbrella runners 
33a-2/02 Fastening devices, retaining springs for umbrella runners 
33a-2/03 Umbrella crowns 
33a-2/04 Umbrella runners and umbrella crowns for rods with spherical or T-shaped tips 
33a-3 Umbrella fasteners 
33a-4 Umbrella coverings and means of fastening them (umbrella coverings as fabric 86c) 
33a-5 Opening and closing devices for umbrellas, other than automatic openers 
33a-6 Umbrella frames with special tension mechanisms, automatic openers and closers 
33a-7/01 Miscellaneous devices for umbrellas 
33a-7/02 Storm safety devices 
33a-7/03 Windows 
33a-7/04 Drip catchers 
33a-7/05 Name plates 
33a-7/06 Ventilation devices 
33a-7/07 Umbrella cases 
33a-8/01 Folding umbrellas 
33a-8/02 Shoulder umbrellas 
33a-8/03 Head umbrellas 
33a-8/04 Large umbrellas, such as garden, market and balcony umbrellas 
33a-8/05 Paper umbrellas 
33a-9/01 Inflatable umbrellas 
33a-9/02 Umbrellas with detachable covers 
33a-9/03 Collapsible umbrellas with parts connected by cords, chains, etc. 
33a-9/04 Umbrellas with handles formed as casing and packable in pockets 
33a-9/05 Umbrellas with cover ribs connected by links 
33a-9/06 Umbrellas with cover ribs sliding into one another 
33a-9/07 Umbrellas with cover ribs in three or more parts 
33a-9/08 Umbrellas with shear-mechanism type cover ribs 
33a-9/09 Umbrellas with counter and double stays 
33a-10 Umbrella canes 

Canes 
33a-11/01 Canes, also umbrella canes, shape and production of the stick (crutches 30f-4) 
33a-11/02 Handles and grips 
33a-11/03 Ferrules 
33a-12 Canes combined with smoking implements 
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33a-13/01 Canes with miscellaneous devices (with aerials 21a4-46/01 – 21a4-46/06, 21a4-47, 
21a4-66/01 – 21a4-66/05; feeling canes for the blind 30f-4) 

33a-13/02 Canes with hangers and fasteners devices (walking stick handles 33d-11) 
33a-13/03 Canes with non-electric lighting arrangements 
33a-13/04 Canes with electric lighting devices 
33a-13/05 Canes with measuring devices 
33a-13/06 Canes with name plates 
33a-13/07 Canes with money containers 
33a-13/08 Canes with coat hangers 
33a-13/09 Canes with telescope 
33a-13/10 Canes with wheel arrangement 
33a-13/11 Canes formed as tripod 
33a-13/12 Canes with weapons 
33a-14 Cane and umbrella stools (34g-7) 

Fans (36d-4/01; 77f-31) 
33a-15/01 Fans with mechanical drive, portable ventilators 
33a-15/02 Manual fans 

33b Purses and money containers (43a), travelling bags, trunks and 
travelling baskets 
Purses and money containers, travelling bags 

33b-1/01 Purses and money containers (33b-3; 33b-4; 33b-13 – 33b-15; 43a-17); billfolds and 
wallets (11e-12) 

33b-1/02 Purses with provision for taking notes 
33b-1/03 Purses with lighting device 
33b-1/04 Purses to be carried on the belt or wrist strap 
33b-1/05 Fixed money containers and money boxes 
33b-1/06 Fixed money containers with counting mechanism and provision for taking notes 

33b-2/01 Travelling bags, also belt, hand, hunting and school bags (knapsacks 33d-2/01) 
travelling kits (33d-8/02), rug covers, etc. (33b-3; 33b-4; 33b-6 – 33b-9; 33b-13 – 
33b-16; portfolios 11e-13/01; manufacture of leather bags 56a-1; saddle bags 56c-12; 
bicycle bags 63g-13) 

33b-2/02 Brief cases 
33b-2/03 Shopping bags, also with weight indicators, shopping nets 
33b-2/04 Bags with provision for taking notes 
33b-2/05 Bags with mirrors 
33b-2/06 Bags with lighting devices 
33b-2/07 Bags with watches 
33b-2/08 Bags with muffs 
33b-2/09 Bags with outside pockets 
33b-2/10 Bathing bags and containers 
33b-2/11 Walking tour bags, foot muffs 
33b-2/12 Bags for shoes 
33b-2/13 Bags with interchangeable covering 
33b-2/14 Bag liners 
33b-3 Hoop handle arrangements for purses and travelling bags, etc. (33b-4) 
33b-4 Hoop handle closures for bags of all types (33b-1; 33b-13; 33b-14; 81c-8; 81c-9) 
33b-5 Decorative wickerwork for handbags, purses, etc. (manufacture of decorative 

wickerwork 7d-6) 

Trunks and travelling baskets (33b-13 – 33b-16) 
33b-6 Materials for trunk walls and trunk plates and their connections (38d-2; 81c-2; 

manufacture of leather trunks and leather bags 56a-1) 
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33b-7/01 Trunks and travelling baskets, general (33b-10; baskets in general 81c-10; sample 
cases 54g-11/30) 

33b-7/02 Trunks with external pockets or external compartments 
33b-7/03 Trunks with lateral clasp locks 
33b-7/04 Trunks with lazy tongs or lever guides 
33b-7/05 Round trunks 
33b-7/06 Food trunks 
33b-7/07 Travelling baskets 
33b-7/08 Trunk trays 

Travelling containers with special equipment for various purposes 
33b-8 Extensible and folding bags, trunks and travelling baskets etc. (33b-10; 81c-14) 
33b-9/01 Bags, trunks and travelling baskets convertible into objects for other use, in general 

(33d-7/01; 34g-15/03; 34g-15/04; 34i-19/03; 54g-14/01; trunk tables 34i-5/05) 
33b-9/02 Trunks convertible into wardrobes (cabinet trunks 34i-19/03) 
33b-9/03 Trunks convertible into tables, chairs, etc. 
33b-9/04 Trunks convertible into beds 
33b-10 Hat boxes (33b-7; 81c-12 – 81c-14) 
33b-11 Various containers such as dummy boxes, delivery boxes, breakfast boxes, cans and 

drums (33b-10; 54b-11/50; 77f-31; 81c-12) 

33b-12/01 Spectacle and pince-nez cases 
33b-12/02 Manufacture of spectacle and pince-nez cases 
33b-12/03 Telescope cases 
33b-12/04 Protective covers and screens for watches 
33b-12/05 Protective cases with wristwatches 
33b-12/06 Protective cases exposing dial 
33b-12/07 Pocket stamp cases 
33b-12/08 Jewellery cases 
33b-12/09 Key bags 
33b-12/15 Various cases and boxes (54f-3/01) 

Fittings for bags, trunks and travelling baskets 
33b-13/01 Fasteners and seals for handbags and travelling bags, trunks and travelling baskets, 

in general (33b-4; 33b-6 – 33b-12; 33b-14; 3c-5; locks 68a-98; 81c-3; cord 
arrangements 81c-18; common fasteners for several containers 68b-1/14; 
manufacture of fastener elements from sheet metal 7c-37) 

33b-13/02 Fasteners for purses, portfolios, etc. 
33b-13/03 Adjustable fasteners for extensible trunks 
33b-13/04 Pushbutton and rotary fasteners 
33b-13/05 Shutter fasteners for trunks 
33b-13/06 Rod fasteners for trunks and travelling baskets 
33b-13/07 Strap fasteners for trunks and travelling baskets 
33b-13/08 Zippers for handbags, hat boxes, etc. 
33b-13/09 Seals 
33b-14/01 Safety fasteners and safety devices against theft and loss of trunks, travelling baskets 

and all types of objects, e.g. wallets, money containers (protection against theft of 
pocket watches 44a-48; dress fasteners 68a-109; electric safety devices 74a-26) 

33b-14/02 Protection by fastening with chain or strap 
33b-14/03 Protection by fastening or removing handle 
33b-14/04 Protection by means of alarm, explosion, gas release, pricking, 
33b-15/01 Various accessories for bags, trunks and travelling bags (33b-3; 33b-4; 33b-13; 

33b-14; 81c-2; manufacture of sheet metal fittings and caps 7c-35; trunk stands 
34i-7/08) 

33b-15/02 Handles 
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33b-15/03 Hinges 
33b-15/04 Lid supports and fasteners 
33b-15/05 Fittings for corners and edges in trunks and bags 
33b-15/07 Umbrella and cane holders on and in trunks and bags 
33b-15/08 Address label holders on trunks and bags (81c-17) 
33b-16 Carriages for bags, trunks and baskets 

33c Toilet articles: curling irons and lamps, hair crimpers, hair holders 
(hair pins 44a), hairdressers' appliances (hairdressers' chairs 34g), 
drying hoods, combs of every type, moustache-trainers, shoe and 
glove buttoners, nail cutters and nail files, compacts, shaving-
mirrors, etc. 
Devices for training and holding the hair and beard 

33c-1/01 Curling tongs in general 
33c-1/02 Curling tongs with heating devices using coal, alcohol, etc. (electric heating devices 

21h-10/01) 
33c-1/04 Folding curling tongs, travelling curling tongs 
33c-1/05 Curling tongs with parallel motion of the curling jaws 
33c-1/06 Curling iron with a rotary device for one of the jaws, calender type 
 Curling irons with movable combs 
33c-1/08 Curling irons with zigzag or spiral-shaped curling jaws 
33c-1/09 Curling iron consisting of a single mandrel 
33c-1/10 Curling irons with removable curling jaws 
33c-1/11 Curling irons with thermometers or similar heat indicating devices 

Heating and testing devices for curling irons 
33c-2/01 with alcohol, kerosene and similar liquids (electric heating 21h-10/02) 
33c-2/02 with coal 
33c-2/03 to be mounted on lamp chimneys 
33c-2/04 to be mounted on gas pipe branches 

33c-3/01 Hair curling devices consisting of curling mandrels with clamps, strings, etc., and hair 
clasps in general 

33c-3/02 Clasps with combs 
33c-3/03 Several combs joined together (combs 33c-7/01) 
33c-3/04 Heatable metal combs with bent teeth (21h-10/04) 
33c-3/05 Devices for water wave setting 
33c-3/06 Fork-shaped hair curlers 
33c-3/08 Curling wires 

33c-3/10 Devices for permanent waving in general 
33c-3/11 Curling mandrels for spiral curling 
33c-3/12 Curling mandrels for flat curling, also tapered 
33c-3/13 Curling mandrels with zigzag or spiral guides 
33c-3/14 Devices for winding hair on curling mandrels for spiral curlers 
33c-3/15 Devices for winding hair on curling mandrels for flat curlers 

33c-3/16 Heaters for spiral curlers in general 
33c-3/17 Steam heaters for spiral curlers 
33c-3/18 Hot air heaters 
33c-3/19 Electric heaters (21h-10/03) 

33c-3/20 Heaters for flat curlers in general, also with descending heat flow 
33c-3/21 Steam heating devices 
33c-3/22 Hot air heating devices 
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33c-3/23 Electric heating devices (21h-10/03) 

33c-3/24 Internal and external heating devices (21h-10/03) 
33c-3/25 Hair curlers with internal electric heating 
33c-3/26 Chemical heat producing elements and packages for hair curlers (12g-1/01; 24n; 

34b-9/02; 34b-9/03) 
33c-3/28 Apparatus for heating descending-flow heaters for hair curlers 

33c-3/30 Hair crimping jaws 
33c-3/31 Base clips for spiral curling 
33c-3/32 Base clamps for flat curling 
33c-3/33 Base clamps with cooling devices 
33c-3/35 Eyelash shapers 
33c-3/40 Flat waving devices 
33c-3/41 Rats, paper rolls, pads, and the like foundation frames 
33c-3/42 Rat untying devices 
33c-3/45 Heater suspension devices 
33c-3/46 Mobile suspension devices 
33c-3/47 Controlling devices, e.g. thermometers, stationary thermostats, switchboards 

(electrical structure 21h-13) 
33c-3/48 Other auxiliary devices for hair curling 
33c-3/50 Hair curling hoods 

33c-4/01 Back combs in general (hairpins 44a-23) 
33c-4/02 Combs of wire, punched sheet metal, etc. for retaining waves (for forming 33c-3/01) 
33c-4/05 Hair clasps made of one piece of sheet metal, wire and similar flat structures 
33c-4/06 Hair clasps consisting of two flat arms with a fastener 
33c-4/07 Hair clasps without fasteners (hairpins 44a-23) 
33c-4/08 Hair clasps with comb teeth 
33c-4/09 Other hair clasps 
33c-4/15 Plait bows and holders 
33c-4/16 Hair ribbons and hoops 
33c-4/17 Spiral-shaped hair holders 
33c-4/20 Hair inserts, rolls, wire frames etc. (of natural or artificial hair 3e-5/00) 
33c-4/21 Hair nets (net making 25e-1) 
33c-5/01 Beard trainers 
33c-5/02 Beard shapers 
33c-5/03 Beard protectors 

Devices for cleaning and treating the hair and scalp 
33c-6/01 Hair washing devices, closed, hood-shaped, to be placed on head (33c-14/14; 

massaging devices 30f-6 – 30f-8) 
33c-6/02 Hair washing devices, open, e.g. water-and hair collecting basins and channels, water 

discharge shields 
33c-6/03 Face supports for hair washing 
33c-6/04 Neck supports for hair washing 
33c-6/05 Hand devices for hair washing, hand sprays, spray combs (brushes 9b) 
33c-6/06 Hair washing stands 
33c-6/10 Hair drying devices, consisting of hair supports for long hair (hot air blowers for other 

body treatment 30f-10; dust collectors 34c-5; blowers 27c; electrical part 21h-9/01) 
33c-6/11 Devices for producing hot air with alcohol, gas, etc., boilers (with electric heating, 

sunlamps, electric bulbs, etc. 21h-9/01; 30f-10/01) 
33c-6/12 Drying hoods, single-walled, with hot air supply, especially for short hair 
33c-6/13 Drying hoods for short hair, double-walled 
33c-6/14 Drying hoods with air supply and discharge 
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33c-6/15 Drying hoods with tubes 
33c-6/16 Installations for production of cold or warm air for hairdresser's shops (36d) 
33c-6/17 Hand air blowers (hot air blowers for other body treatments for medical purposes 

30f-10; for drying the body or parts of the body 34k-4/10; electrical part 21h-9/01) 
33c-6/30 Hair drying combs and brushes with internal heating source (brushes 9b-4, 9b-15/00) 
33c-6/31 Hair drying combs and brushes with inflowing heat 
33c-6/35 Hoods for hair dyeing (combs 33c-7/05) 
33c-7/01 Combs for treating the hair, in general (back combs 33c-4/01) 
33c-7/02 Folding combs 
33c-7/03 Combs with cases (production of combs, from hard rubber, celluloid 39a-20, 

39a3-21/00; electric combs 21g-23; 21h-10/04) 
33c-7/04 Combs with mirrors, tooth brushes, etc. 
33c-7/05 Combs with liquid, cream or similar containers for applying dyes, hair lotions, etc. 

(dyeing of living hair 30h-13; dyeing of dead hair 8m-10/01) 
33c-7/06 Combs with arrangements for removing dust from, and degreasing, the hair 
33c-7/07 Combs with suction devices 
33c-7/10 Templates for guiding the line of cut while cutting hair (ear protection 33c-14/13) 
33c-7/11 Hair cutting combs and auxiliary devices mountable on the comb during hair cutting 
33c-7/12 Hair singeing devices (8b-16; electric equipment 21h-10) 
33c-7/13 Hair parting combs and hair parting devices 
33c-8/01 Comb cleaning devices mountable on the comb or permanently fixed to the comb 
33c-8/02 Independent comb cleaning utensils in general 
33c-8/03 Independent comb cleaning devices with brush rollers (brush cleaning 9b-14, 

9b-17/06; 34c-10/07) 

Barbers' and other toilet implements 
33c-9/01 Lathering devices as hand implements (shaving brushes 9b-10, 9b-12) 
33c-9/02 Lathering devices, mechanically driven (9b-13; 9b-13/02; 34c-13) 
33c-9/03 Lathering gloves and lathering cloths 
33c-9/10 Air pressure lather producers 
33c-9/11 Lather producers with agitators (2b-2/02; 34l-19) 
33c-10/01 Shaving bowls without soap holding devices 
33c-10/02 Shaving bowls with soap holding devices 
33c-10/03 Shaving bowls with shaving brush containers 
33c-11/01 Protective containers for shaving soap, brilliantine, etc., in the form of bars (shaping of 

soap 23f-1, 23f-3) 
33c-11/10 Single cosmetic stick cases with removable covers (pencil cases 70a-7/01) 
33c-11/11 Cosmetic stick cases with hinged covers 
33c-11/12 Cases for two or more cosmetics (coloured pencils 70a; cases for pasty cosmetics 

33c-19/01; for liquid cosmetics 33c-20; pencils with cosmetic sticks, compacts, etc. 
70a-7) 

Storage containers and racks 
33c-12/01 for shaving utensils (strops 67c-5) 
33c-12/02 for razor blades 
33c-12/03 for sponges, alum bars, etc. 
33c-12/04 with water heating means 
33c-13 Containers for storing shaving utensils, where one utensil houses the other (shaving 

brushes 9b-10, 9b-12) 

33c-14/01 Protective aprons, collars and bibs for hair cutting and shaving (protective clothing 
3b-6/01, 3b-6/02, 3b-3/08) 

33c-14/02 Shaving masks for softening the hair (compresses 30d-25/01) 
33c-14/03 Body-carried neck supports 
33c-14/04 Independent neck supports (34g-1/04) 
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33c-14/10 Skin-stretching devices used in shaving 
33c-14/11 Breath deflectors as auxiliary utensil for barbers during shaving or haircutting (for 

physicians 30a-19) 
33c-14/12 Shaving lather strippers 
33c-14/13 Ear and face protection during haircutting, hair singeing, etc. 
33c-14/14 Devices for rinsing lather from chin (33c-6/01) 
33c-14/15 Devices for cleaning and disinfecting shaving utensils (9b-14; 9b-17/06; 30i-6) 
33c-14/16 Drying devices for razor blades and safety razors 
33c-14/17 Other equipment for barbershops, e.g. stands and wall boards for suspending barbers' 

utensils, such as scissors (automatic vending machines for toilet requisites 43b-52) 
33c-14/18 Suspension devices for barbers' machines, e.g. electric motors on trolleys 

33c-15/01 Shoe, glove and collar buttoners, hole enlarging devices, and button insertion 
facilitating devices 

33c-15/02 Devices for inserting and pulling out lace ends 
33c-15/03 Hand laundry ironers (machine parts 8d-20/50) 
33c-15/04 Utensils for stretching turndown collars 
33c-15/05 Utensils for stretching gloves 

33c-16/01 Finger and toenail cutting devices, nail clippers (scissors 69-1, 69-4, 69-8, 69-9) 
33c-16/02 Nail files (49c-26; corn files and cutters 30a-15) 
33c-16/03 Templates and other auxiliary appliances for nail cutting 

33c-17/01 Nail polishing devices, tools, bands, etc. in general 
33c-17/02 manually driven 
33c-17/03 mechanically driven 
33c-17/04 Skin spatulas 
33c-17/05 Nail cleaners 
33c-17/06 Other utensils for finger nail care 
33c-18/01 Combined utensils for nail care, without containers 
33c-18/02 Combined utensils for nail care, with containers 

33c-19/01 Receptacles dispensing pasty toilet compounds in general 
33c-19/02 Tube squeezing devices for toilet purposes (81c-15; 34c-25) 
33c-20 Receptacles containing and dispensing liquid toilet compounds (34k-2/05; bottle 

closures, general, 64a-8 – 64a-72; closures for liquid-medicine bottles, perfumes 
30g-3; 30k-8; sprayer closures for drop or squirt dispensing liquids,  general, 64a-52, 
64a-55; for liquid medicines, perfumes 30g-1; sprayers with compressed air or piston-
generated pressure for animal exterminating liquids 45k-4, 45k-7/00 – 45k-11/00; for 
purposes of agriculture, forestry and gardening 45f-26, 45f-25/14; for liquid medicines, 
perfumes 30k-9; for medicinal powders 30k-11) 

33c-21/01 Container for toilet powders, toilet powder sprinklers and blowers (33c-22/01; 
33c-23/01; for insect powder 45k-4, 45k-7/00 – 45k-11/00; powder mixing machines 
50f) 

33c-21/02 Sprayers with compressed air or piston-generated (for animal extermination 45k-4, 
45k-7/00 – 45k-11/00) 

Compacts 
33c-22/01 in general 
33c-22/02 with inserted elastic bottoms 
33c-22/03 with break-through bottoms or covers 
33c-22/04 with supply blades or scrapers 
33c-22/05 with iris diaphragm closures 
33c-22/06 with monograms, pictures, and the like interchangeable ornaments 
33c-22/07 with supply by means of smooth or roughened rollers 
33c-22/08 with supply by means of worms or screws 
33c-22/09 with bilateral covers 
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33c-22/10 with unilateral double or multiple covers 
33c-22/11 with sliding or rotating drive, powder clocks 
33c-22/12 animal-shaped 
33c-22/13 with bilateral casing pullouts 
33c-22/20 with lipsticks 
33c-22/21 with watches 
33c-22/22 with lights 
33c-22/23 worn on bracelets, garters, etc. 
33c-22/24 in artificial flowers (3e-1; 3e-1/00) 

33c-23/01 Powder puffs in general (34c-24) 
33c-23/02 Powder puffs with handle 
33c-23/03 Powder paper, powder sheets (chemical part 30h-13) 
33c-24/01 Hand mirrors in general (tooth and mouth mirrors 30a-1; mirror backing 32b-10, 

32b-17/12) 
33c-24/02 Hand mirrors with powder puffs, makeup sticks, etc. 
33c-24/03 Pocket mirrors 
33c-24/04 Shaving mirrors in general (toilet mirrors 34f-1) 
33c-24/05 Shaving mirrors, suspended or adjustable 
33c-24/06 Shaving mirrors, suspendable on the body 
33c-24/07 Shaving mirrors with suction plate 
33c-24/08 Shaving mirrors with illumination 
33c-24/09 Multiple mirrors 
33c-24/10 Multiple mirrors connected by lazy tongs 
33c-24/11 Metal mirrors, rigid (manufacture 7c) 
33c-24/12 Flexible mirrors (distorting mirrors 77f-31, 77f-35/00; translucent advertising mirrors 

54h-2) 
33c-24/13 Bracelet mirrors 

33c-25/01 Smelling pads 
33c-25/02 Perfume bottles (33c-20; closures 30g-3; 30k-8 – 30k-10; 45f; 64a) 
33c-25/03 Other devices for scent production (censers 34f, 26; aromatic substances 23a, 6; 

spray bottles 30k, 8) 

33c-26/01 Toothbrush holders and stands (toothbrushes 9b-5, 9b-9/04) 
33c-26/02 Toothbrush holders and stands combined with glass (for mouth rinsing 64a) 
33c-26/03 Toothbrush container, portable, as casing 
33c-26/04 Toothbrush container, fixed, e. g. as wall shelf with tooth soap holder 

33c-27/01 Hair treatment stands 
33c-27/02 Hair-collecting container 

33c-28 Shaped appliers for painting lips, eyebrows, etc. (75c-26) 
33c-29 Other toilet utensils: like tweezers, cleaners for the outer ear (for inner ear 30d-28) 

pads for pins and hatpin stands, receptacles for dentures, etc. 

33d Military and travelling equipment, such as tents, packs, e.g. for 
school use, rucksacks, canteens, canteen cups, travelling flasks 
and cups, hammocks, body supports for travellers camping out or 
travelling in vehicles, holding and carrying devices for travel 
articles, except those covered in special classes, e.g. pinned-on 
flowers, tickets, umbrellas, walking sticks, fans, luggage, books, 
etc. (cartridge pouches 72d; cleaning utensils 34c) 
Military and travelling equipment 

33d-1/01 Military and hiking tents, ordinary (tents in the nature of collapsible and portable 
buildings 37f-4) 
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33d-1/02 Bathing and beach tents (resting equipment for same 34g-6) 
33d-1/03 Umbrella tents 
33d-1/04 Tents supported by fixed objects, trees, walls, etc. 
33d-1/05 Tents with double roofs for air circulation 
33d-1/06 Frames for tents 
33d-1/07 Separate tent components 
33d-1/08 Tent sides and walks, edge connections 
33d-1/09 Tent poles and tent posts 
33d-1/10 Tent pegs and ground anchors 
33d-1/11 Fastening between tent and ground anchors 
33d-1/12 Tent equipment (field beds 34g-15) 
33d-1/13 Sun-protection roofs 

33d-2/01 Packs 
33d-2/02 Rucksacks 
33d-2/03 Straps, strap guides and other elements 
33d-2/04 Fasteners 
33d-3/01 Carrying frames for rucksacks, pack holders and supports 
33d-3/02 Pack carrying pads (33d-12) 
33d-3/03 Pack carriages 

33d-4/01 Travelling flasks and cups of rigid material 
33d-4/02 Travelling flasks and cups of flexible material 

33d-5/01 Hammocks, without and with pillows 
33d-5/02 Carrying frames for hammocks 
33d-5/03 Fastening devices for hammocks 
33d-5/04 Spreading out devices for hammocks 
33d-5/05 Suspension seats (33d-6) 
33d-5/06 Suspension beds 

33d-6/01 Portable seats (as travelling bags 33b) and supports for parts of the body, to be used 
by travellers in vehicles (20c-41; 20c-45; 33d-5; 34f-9; 34g-7; 63a-2; 63c-46) 

33d-6/02 Portable seats for placing on the ground (34g-6/03) 
33d-6/03 Air-inflated cushions and mattresses 
33d-6/04 Cushions and mattresses made of wood shavings, paper, etc. 
33d-6/05 Supports for parts of the body, also combined with seats 
33d-6/06 Supports for parts of the body with air or otherwise-inflated mattresses 
33d-6/07 Protective cloths and covers for seats 

33d-7/01 Seats convertible into objects for other use (33b-9/01) 
33d-7/02 Pack tents and the like 
33d-7/03 Overcoat tents 
33d-7/04 Packs or rucksacks convertible into beds or mattresses 
33d-7/05 Packs or rucksacks convertible into stretchers or hammocks 
33d-7/06 Packs or rucksacks convertible into boats or sleds 
33d-7/07 Packs or rucksacks convertible into overcoats 

33d-8/01 Military and travelling equipment other than 33d-1/01 – 33d-7/07 
33d-8/02 Cutlery for travelling (34f-11 – 34f-14) 
33d-8/03 Marking devices for travelling objects (54g, 17) 
33d-8/04 Shotgun sling fastenings 
33d-8/05 Map cases also for use without extracting the map (42n-9/06) 
33d-8/06 Mosquito nets as travelling articles (34g-20; 45k-5/03) 
33d-8/07 Carrying straps and special carrying devices for military packs equipment 
33d-8/08 Carrying straps and containers for field dispensary equipment 
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Holding and carrying devices for travelling articles (holding and carrying 
devices for the household 34e – 34l) 

33d-9 Holders for pinned-on flowers 
33d-10/01 Ticket holders 
33d-10/02 Holders for name and address labels and the like, on travelling articles 
33d-10/03 Frames for tickets and identity cards with photograph and safety device 
33d-11 Carriers for umbrellas, walking sticks, fans and other articles 
33d-12/01 Simple carrying grips and handles engaging package strings 
33d-12/02 Carrying handles with straps, cords, chains, etc. 
33d-12/03 Load carrying frames 
33d-12/04 Other baggage carriers 
33d-12/05 Book carriers 

Other holding and carrying devices for various travelling articles inasmuch as 
they do not form a part of the object carried (holders for writing utensils in or 
on articles of clothing 70a-5) 

33d-13/01 for fancy bags and wallets 
33d-13/02 for articles of military equipment (72a-33/01) 
33d-13/03 for military spades, axes, etc. (72a-33/01) 
33d-13/04 for field glasses and eyeglasses 
33d-13/05 for hats and garments 
33d-13/06 for bottles 
33d-13/07 for boxes and luggage 
33d-13/08 for watches 
33d-13/09 for needles, safety pins, etc. 
33d-13/10 for tools 
33d-13/11 for measuring sticks 
33d-13/12 for buckets, cans, barrels and glasses 
33d-13/13 for handkerchiefs and napkins 
33d-13/14 for keys, knives, scissors, etc., and safety devices against theft and loss 
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